## Nevada System of Higher Education

### Space Grant Consortium

2023

### Chancellor

UNR, UNLV, NSC, CSN, TMCC, GBC, WNC, DRI

### NSHE Student and Academic Affairs

System Sponsored Programs & EPSCoR

### NASA EPSCoR & Space Grant Project Director

Eric Wilcox (DRI)

### Nevada Space Grant Consortium

#### Campus Associate Directors

- George Rhee - UNLV
- Ahmad Itani - UNR
- Brian Martinelli - NSC
- Rita Pujari - GBC
- Andrew Kerr - CSN
- Matthew Leathen - TMCC
- Elizabeth Tattersall - WNC
- Farnaz Hosseinpour - DRI

#### Industrial Affiliates

- Digital Solid State Propulsion
- Equipment Links, Inc.
- Sierra Particle Technologies
- Summit Products
- Built on Integrity
- Jack C. Observatory
- The Planetarium
- Fleischmann Planetarium & Science Center
- Challenger Learning Center of Northern Nevada

### Space Grant Program Staff

Gibran Chavez-Gudino